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A study of the philosophical implications of evolutionary psychology, suggesting that knowledge is a
set of natural kinds housed in the modules of a massively modular mind.In Reconstructing Reason
and Representation, Murray Clarke offers a detailed study of the philosophical implications of
evolutionary psychology. In doing so, he offers new solutions to key problems in epistemology and
philosophy of mind, including misrepresentation and rationality. He proposes a naturalistic
approach to reason and representation that is informed by evolutionary psychology, and,
expanding on the massive modularity thesis advanced in work by Leda Cosmides and John Tooby,
argues for a modular, adapticist account of misrepresentation and knowledge. Just as the reliability
of representation can be defended on the basis of an account of the proper function of cognitive
modularity, misrepresentation can be explained through an appeal to the gap theory, by noting the
divergence between the proper and actual domains of cognitive modules in a massively modular
mind.Clarke argues for an externalist, modular reliabilism by suggesting that evolution has
equipped us with generally reliable inferential systems even if they do not always produce true
beliefs. He argues...
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Completely one of the best publication I actually have ever study. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your
daily life span will likely be change as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Pr of . Adolph Wisoky-- Pr of . Adolph Wisoky

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any writer. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to gonna read through once
more once again later on. I am just happy to explain how this is actually the very best book i have got go through during my individual existence and might
be he greatest ebook for ever.
-- Wilber t Connelly-- Wilber t Connelly
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